Man Lives On The Flat Earth
Apes Lives on a Planet
(Delusion)

What is science?

It is a religious cult, fanatic in the extreme. Founded in 1843. Oh yeah, don’t let “em kid you, “science” is a LATE cult. Full original name was “scientism” the “practitioners,” yeah, same title as christian science, they were and ARE called scientistas. National Association for the Advancement of Science, yeah like the NAAS, and just as, even more subversive. Claim world is a tiny ball whirling, all matter is just more balls, all spinning (atoms) no Creator, everything created itself, and most insane feeble minded dogma of all, “all knowledge can be learned by these practitioners.” Was a very small cult for many years. Ninety-nine percent of the growth of this idiot fanatic cult has come since early 1900s and from 1945, most was hatched in horse and buggy days! Oh, yeah the entire batch of theories called facts is old time card. A certain hill billy burlesque comic from Austria, some of his jokes, are the very basis of the cult, 156 QUADRILLION balls on the head of every pin on earth, AND all of ven spinning, AND vast SPACE between ‘em! Yeah, that hill-billy burlesque comic was a card. Went on to say, crack one of the adamas, excuse me atoms of the 156 Quadrillion on one pin head and whole world will blow up... Hee haw. Also said okay to hang by feet head down in China, for was only relative... hee haw! So could say “science is” a Hill-billy HEE HAW, not Grand Old Oprey, but GRAND OLE BUR-LEIQUE of so-called intelligent people who are in fact degener-ante monkeys! (Drink up fresh and blood eating.) Science is a JOKE.

What’s the matter?

No one knows or has the faintest IDEA of what “matter” is nor what “spirit” is. A person is INSULTING your intelligence by pretend he has any idea at all. Science, the DELUSION OF

Earth Is Flat
Is A Fact
And That Is That

How do we know earth is flat?

HOW ELSE? We went out and checked it. Its that simple! Did it when I WAS 10 YEARS OLD! You can do it, anybody can do it! Earth FLAT is one of the few things you can KNOW and prove it yourself. In past issues have run vast proofs, not only my proof, but so many other FLAT EARTHERS over the years have taken pen in hand and recorded their EXPERIMENTAL PROOF. Oh, Flat is EXPERIMENT-AL AND DEMONSTRABLE! Ha, ha, HEE HAW and you thought that’s what “scientific” proof was! Oh no, the Hillbillies the HEE HAW comics don’t use this kind of proof at all, more to smoking an opium pipe and burlesque comedy writers concoct the “theories” or “jokes” they use on the Monkeys. (The so called intelligent, educated or programmed people.) Is also called the BIG LIE, monkeys minds are such, they think they are clever, don’t believe “little lies” but will believe a LIE IF IT IS BIG ENOUGH. The “point” of FES is to give everyone a chance, to prove and demonstrate “what you are,” a Monkey or a MAN! Majory and I are TWO WITNESSES on earth, giving everyone a CHANCE to come out from among the Mon-keys, be ye MEN, have some sense! GOD EXISTS, RIGHT AND WRONG EXIST, UP AND DOWN EXIST, EARTH IS FLAT. Not our job to try to “talk you into this” just give you the CHANCE! It’s up to you, but know this, if you believe and have faith, this is a “Planet” it is THE PLANET OF THE APES! I must say, myself, only an Ape COULD believe such NON- SENSE! Do you believe in evo- lution? Then you have already answered, you SAY YOU ARE AN APE! And you must know! Then, so be it. You are and will be managed as a sub-beast all your life, MAN, REAL PEOPLE will have dominion. Ask GOD for wisdom.

Globe Is A Faith - Not A Fact

Every man in his senses goes the most reasonable way to work to do a thing. Now, astronomers (one after another - following a leader), while they are telling us that the Earth is a globe, are cutting off the upper half of this suppositious globe in their books, and, in this way forming the level surface on which they describe man as living and moving! Now, if the Earth were really a globe, this would be just the most unreasonable and suicidal mode of endeavoring to show it. So that, unless theo- retical astronomers are all out of their senses together, it is, clearly, a proof that the Earth is not a globe.

The common sense of man tells him — if nothing else told him — that this is an “up and a down” nature, even as regard the heavens and the earth; but the theory of modern astrono-mers necessitates the conclusion that there is not therefore, the theory of the astronomers is opposed to common sense — yes, and to inspiration — and this is a common sense proof that the Earth is not a globe.
Some Accomplishment Since 1972

1. In our original charter we state we believe "God has made an everlasting covenant with every living creature of flesh and blood on this flat earth." (Gen. 9:17). Indeed, God had made a very little was being done to aid most of God's Covenant People, the footnotes the furry and feathered population of this Flat Earth. From the very first mimeographed copy of THE FLAT EARTH NEWS we declared the Rights of All God's People. From that very second, began an awareness throughout the world that the beginning of what is today a VAST and effective vocal "animal rights movement" this movement was and is the biggest and broadest movement ever to end the monstrosity subcontinent of animal rights movements, billions of people, it out and in all of recorded history. The torture and murder of hundreds and millions of helpless creatures by science! The depraved in- describable horrors animal put through for "research" as it is now exposed for all to decide "whether the best and as it may seem to many, THE FLAT EARTH NEWS and the Twas for which it was begun. All the most important work that exists, is to try to "end the groaning and sorrow of the entire creation," as Jesus said!

2. FLAT EARTH NEWS has changed the teaching of the entire system WORLDWIDE. Real flat earth belief and COLUMBUS! Till now all schools in our system has taught in 1492 "everybody thought the world was flat" that it was a "dark age superstition!" (Columbus, a large scientific of the glorious new age before the war, People, set out to prove the earth was just a little bit bigger is now a great and a good friend, and child in USA was PROGRAMMED in a compulsory educational system, forced brain washing, brain flushing, a big lie system producing people unable to think logically! When the FACTS are, in their time, the Big Lie has had the planet-ball system and concepts, generations. COLUMBUS PROVED, DEMONSTRATED THAT WE ARE FLAT! In Great Britain, people told, you can't just sail out into the ocean, as world flat, it being a ball, OF COURSE you have to SAIL OVER THE EDGE, and go far enough may not be able to get back. So! Nobody did any major exploring. Greek ballist science, then as now CREATED to hold back KNOWLEDGE. Columbus disproved it all, never found any "edge" as a Globe-ball planet must have, but rather the world to be FLAT and the known round, so you can sail east and get west, you can sail around the world! To even use a compass, it must be set level, the hand points to the north, to the magnetic north. So using the compass, you can sail anywhere to the north magnetic! I have said this on at least 300 Radio talk shows for anybody on earth, when told by us this Truth, must see it, so they know COLUMBUS WAS A FLAT EARTHER and made one of the very best PROOFS EVER MADE. THIS IS INF"R"FATUBALE! So don't let anybody tell you one or two people with the Truth, GOD'S TRUTH can't change anything! TWO WITNESSES AND THE FLAT EARTH NEWS have changed the World System!

3. BREAKUP OF THE ENTIRE WORLD SYSTEM of USSR, etc. yep us again. It was due, but the timing for it. Two Witnesses brought it about... Haven't got space, etc. to go into this now.

PERSONAL

In this day, when evil is called good, and good is called evil, the days of woe and destruction and rebuilding for USA-SSSR, Europe and all the world THE FLAT EARTH NEWS will continue, till death do us part. We have never missed an issue and never intend to let us in 1992 will be much shocking things said, revelations and shaking and quaking is moving fast, so stay with us. Many new members this year each year, old members know, we like to have dues sent in January 1 each year, most of you will have received four issues since 1991 have joined late in year. Anyway, that's the way we do it, so remember DUES ARE DUE and any extra, appreciated! In this 2 years, we have gradually got $6,000.00 in debt. Anybody rich? All of this or any part anyone can lift off, would be a great help.

Wise Men Still Seek Him

On the birthday of JESUS, the savoir of the world, we love and great the currents of this work. If we did not have the Fear of God and the Love of His Wisdom, this would be no Flat Earth Society. If we not would care what happened to anyone, we'd be busy seeking money instead. So if you appreciate the fact this Word is going out to you, THANK GOD! And send us a word now and then.

Marjory and Charles Johnson

Marjory's Corner...

World's Troubled Times

Marjory Waugh Johnson

There are many wrong things happening on earth, like people lie, cheat, and most of the world go on forgetting them, as they have for years forget our poor little brother creatures in the forests and wilds and deserts. And still hurting them from their homes and any means of food and water. Never a person feel and act as if they are God themselves, we feel, we try to help them all with what we have at least share with them, that means all the little birds, mice, rats, squirrels, along with dogs, cats, and chickens. Jesus said, "do unto others as you would have them do unto you." ON THIS hangs the Law and Prophets. Don't forget one must hear God and keep this commandments. Many people feel and act as if they are God himself, this is the exact way satans thinks! As the real doctrine says, "the beginning of wisdom is to fear God" and the end of wisdom is "and keep his commandments."

Charles and Marjory say...  

"Accept my full heart’s thanks"

Your words came just when needed. Like a breeze. Blowing a spring from the wide salt sea. Some cooling spray, to meadow scorching with heat And wholed with dust and sand. That hateful whirring buzz, envious of its bloom, Had tossed upon it. But the cool sea breeze came, laden with the order of the sea. And damp with spray, that laid the dust and sand to all the£feeling and sand, and bloom, and sound. So words of thine came over miles to me, From the might sea, a true friend's heart, And brought me hope, and strength, and swept away The dusty webs that human spiders spun Across my path. Friends — the word means much — So few are there who reach like thee, a hand Up over all the barking curs of spite And let the clasp, when most its need is felt, Friend, newly found, accept my full heart’s thanks.

Frank and Ernest

By Bob Thaves

WELL, YOU SHOULD HAVE KNOWN BETTER THAN TO BECOME WELL-INFORMED IN THIS DAY AND AGE!

We are a non-profit organization, your gifts NEEDED.
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